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HOLLYWOOD
PHILATELIST
The “Hollywood Philatelist”
is a bi-monthly publication
by the Hollywood Stamp
Club.
Editor: Enrique Setaro
The Hollywood Stamp Club
meets every Tuesday from
5 to 9 PM at the Fred Lippman Multi-Purpose Center,
2030 Polk Street, Hollywood, FL 33020, Telephone: (954) 921-3404.
All Club members are encouraged to submit articles, notices, or any other
data believed notable to
our membership.

Hollywood Stamp Club Officers and Members of the
Board for 2016
Chairman of the Board: Karl V. Shallenberger
E-Mail: KarlShall@comcast.net
President: Parker A. Bailey, Jr.
E-Mail: pbaileyjr@comcast.net
Vice-President: Jacqueline Cortes
Treasurer: Richard Knierim
Recording Secretary: Hilda Bailey

Membership Chairman: Alan Levak
Directors: William Armstrong, , Arthur Morris, Hamlet Gayadeen, Robert
Lavoie, Jr., Stephen Ehrlich, Alan Levak, and Richard Sandler
Editor: Enrique Setaro

HSC
LOCATION
ON
MAP

Contact the Editor, by
phone (305)428-0546, via
Skype, ID: ensetaro or via
e-mail: ensetaro@gmail.com

Enrique Setaro, HSC Editor
Member No. 1622
Born in Argentina, 1941
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In English and Russian (for the
benefit of our members from
that country).
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PHILATELIC CALENDAR (филателистических
КАЛЕНДАРЬ)
MAY 3 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
MAY 10 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
MAY 17. $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
MAY 24 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
MAY 31 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

JUN 7 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
JUN 14 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
JUN 21 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

JUN 28 . >>>> GO—GO AUCTION <<<<
CLUB NEWS (НОВОСТИ КЛУБА)

WELCOME ABOARD !!



New Members with membership #: Ken
Hasse #1890, Victoria Figueroa #1891, John
Potter # 1892, Claude Chabot #1893, Richard
Lehman #1894, Richard C. Laux #1895, and Michael Koss #1896.



GO—GO Changes: the Go-Go is being moved to the last week of June because on the last Tuesday of May there is a conflict with the NYC World Stamp
Show, where several Officers and BoDs will be attending it.
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Benjamin Miller – The famous Stamp Heist of 1977 (by
Bruce Dangremond – The Highlands STAMPede Newsletter of the Highlands Stamp Club, Lake
Placid, FL)
One of our members, who is also a member of “The Highlands Stamp Club”, gave me a copy
of their Apr-June 2016 issue. There is an article about the Ben Miller Stamp Collection that
was covering a Stamp Collection that is really one of a kind.
Originally, I had planned to transcribe the article from this Stamp Club. I did some research
and I found much information on-line (I Googled-it). So, I decided to combine the mentioned
article with what is available online.
The Benjamin K. Miller Collection is a unique collection of stamps and other philatelic materials donated to
The New York Public Library in 1925 by Milwaukee attorney Benjamin Kurtz Miller (1857–1928). This collection
was the first complete collection of U.S. stamps ever assembled. His collection is known as
the "crown jewels" of U.S. stamp collecting for its rare holdings, depth, and variety.
Of the great rarities and philatelic items in the collection is the One-Cent Z Grill, one of
the rarest of all U.S. stamps. Only two copies of this stamp are known to exist, the other
copy is in the collection of Bill Gross.
Benjamin Kurtz Miller was born in 1857, the son of a Milwaukee lawyer and grandson of
one of the first federal judges in Wisconsin. He joined his father’s firm in 1877 and later
became a partner, retiring in 1906 to pursue personal interests. The firm continues today through its successor, the major U.S. law firm Foley & Lardner.
Miller built his collection a little late in life at the age of 61. He started stamp collecting seriously on a large scale only after 1918, when he bought one of the famous US 1918 24
cents Inverted Jenny stamps at the age of 61.[3] Later he intensified his collecting, by
writing articles in stamp journals and purchasing from up to 30 dealers.
By the early 1920s, Miller was on the way to his ultimate achievement: collecting one example of every U.S. postage stamp in the Scott catalogue of his day. He also collected varieties like color shades,
frauds and forgeries, fresh unused stamps, and varied cancellations. Miller also enjoyed plating
stamps, seeking one copy for each position on a printing plate.
The collection was displayed at the library for more than
50 years. However, it was locked away after a theft of 153
of its rarest stamps in 1977. Even though 81 of the
stamps were later recovered (some of them mutilated to
disguise their provenance) the library did not put the collection back on display.
It returned to public view when the National Postal Museum put
it on display in two parts in from 27 May 2006 till 1 October
2007, and in 2007 from 5 November till 12 January 2009.
More information can be found at this web site:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Miller_Collection

There are six references within this web page that should provide additional information about (Cont. page 5)
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this unique Stamp Collection. These are listed at the end of this article.
My suggestion to the reader is to go to the National Postal Museum Web Site via this link to view the details of Mr. Miller’s collection.
http://arago.si.edu/exhibit_238_1.html (*)

References
"The "Holy Grail" of Stamp Collections". The New York Public Library. Retrieved 2006-08-08.
"Rare, Costly Stamp Suspected on Ballot". The Washington Post. 2006-11-11. Retrieved 2008-02-15.
"Benjamin K. Miller". Arago: National Postal Museum, Retrieved 2008-02-15.
"Foley & Lardner". Funding Universe. Retrieved 2008-02-15.
Trepel, Scott R.; Lawrence, Ken (2006). Rarity Revealed: The Benjamin K. Miller Collection. Smithsonian
National Postal Museum and The New York Public Library Books. ISBN 1-891568-05-1., pp. 169ff.
6."The Benjamin K Miller Collection". National Postal Museum. Retrieved 2006-08-08.
(*) ARAGO ONLINE COLLECTION DATABASE
Since 2006, Arago has been a premier online resource for the study
of philately and postal operations. Technology changes and serversupport issues have required that we make immediate changes to the
website in order to continue its availability to the public.
For technical and security reasons, we have had to disable some of
the more advanced features of the site user accounts, my collection,
and advanced search. Until further notice, we are running a simplified
version of the site. We apologize for the inconvenience this causes
our users.
The National Postal Museum is moving forward with a complete redesign of the website. When completed, the website will be more user-friendly, interactive and provide our visitors additional features and
functionality. Please bear with us as we work to provide our users
and visitors with an improved online experience.

A brief history of the Guinea: Rebirth? - By Editor
The guinea makes a fascinating story because its evolution
reveals so many different monetary phenomena. It began
its life in 1663 in the Kingdom of England as a mere coin,
one medium of exchange in a whole sea of competing exchange media that included crowns, bobs, halfpennies, farthings, not to mention all the foreign coins that circulated in
England, Bank of England paper notes, as well as the full
range of portable property—like jewelry and art—and property-not-so-portable, say houses and
land and such. If things had stayed that way, the guinea's life would be a boring one and I wouldn't be writing about it.
So our guinea, which had started its young life as a mere medium of exchange, had not only
graduated to becoming one of only two English media of account, but was responsible for the
mass flushing out of silver from England. [Cont. on page 6]
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Great Britain’s Guinea {Cont. from page 5]
By 1717, the silver outflow was getting significantly bad that the authorities decided to do something about it.
Newton, still Master of the Mint, noted that the market price for the guinea was around 20s 8d, given the exchange rate between silver and gold in other European markets, and suggested an initial rate reduction from
21s 6d to 21 shillings.

The end of the guinea
For the next century, the English price level pivoted around the value of the gold guinea, until the
Great Recoinage of 1816, at which point the guinea's life suddenly came to an end. Since the days of
Isaac Newton, the guinea had been awkwardly rated at 21 shillings, or one pound one shilling. This
must have made payments somewhat arduous since there was no coin that could satisfy an even 1pound bill or debt, and people like round numbers. The decision was made to introduce a less awkward gold coin, the sovereign, with slightly less gold. The sovereign was conveniently rated at exactly
1 pound, or 20 shillings, the upshot being that the pound unit of account still contained just as much
physical gold as before, but now a coin existed that corresponded with the exact pound unit. The guinea was dead.
Well, not entirely. Though is was no longer being minted, the guinea continued to be used as a way to price
items. According to Willem Buiter auction houses and "expensive and pretentious shops" continued to set prices
in terms of guineas through the 1800s and 1900s. Bespoke tailoring and furniture, for instance, was quoted in
the legacy gold coin. The unit used was g, or gn, with the plural being gs or gns, although payments were made
in sovereign coins or Bank of England notes.
Doctor's and lawyer's fees, often known as "Guinea fees" we're advertised in terms of the legacy gold coin.
Whereas common laborers were paid in pounds, payments in guineas was considered more gentlemanly. You
can see it pop up in the literature of the time. In Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock
Holmes tale, the Adventure of the Engineer's Thumb a stranger offers Mr Hatherly, a
hydraulic engineer who is down on his luck, a unique proposal. "How would fifty guineas for a night's work suit you?"
With the advent of the postage stamps in 1840, as the guinea was not the official currency, all the stamps values were express in face values of pounds, schillings and
pennies, in the pre-decimal world.
With the decimalization any item whose value had been expressed in guineas would
now be converted by 1 Guinea = £1.05.

Rebirth of the Guinea?

Recently there was an interesting article in Linn’s on the new Machin issues. The £1.05 new stamp is to cover
the worldwide rate caught my attention. The last guinea coin was issued during George III reign, spade guinea,
1795. There have been no stamps issued with guinea face values. Attached is a copy of the George III guinea
(see page 5) and the QEII Machin £1.05 stamp. Coincidence ... or not?©

HSC NEWSLETTER: APS AWARD
The HSC Newsletter, the Hollywood Philatelist received
the GOLD AWARD for the APS 2015 Chapters’ Newsletters Competition
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HSC NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTION. By Editor
Currently we are sending the bulk of the HSC
Newsletters via E-Mail and having them at the
Clubs meetings, printed on paper. (where else?)
We are investigating several other future alternative ways of delivering it to our membership, such
as: Eagle mail. Camel mail, Pigeon Post and
Drones.
The target date for the launch of these new ways would
be April 1, 2017; members would be responsible for
feeding the eagle, camel or pigeon upon arrival, though.

1940 German Cover from Hamburg to the US, Via Siberia, By Editor
The cover is from the Dresdner bank in Hamburg to a
US Attorney in Newport, Pennsylvania, US. It has a mechanical cancel from the Bank and the Hamburg Post
office on August 27, 1940. Additionally, there is a marking “Ǖber Sibirien – Japan”.
With the WW II in progress there were very few 1940
commercial flights from the Americas into Europe.
PANAM had two flights: one into Ireland and another
into Lisbon, Portugal, with 4801 air miles. The other
longer route was via Siberia, with 18104 miles (almost 4
time the direct flight via Lisbon).
The sender was the Dresdner Bank. The III Reich owned 66% and it was in charge of controlling the
banks in the occupied countries of Europe. Additionally, it handled de disposing of the Jewish assets
and helped finance the Auschwitz concentration camp. By the end of WW II much of the
building of the bank had been destroyed. Coming the German 1948 monetary reform the
bank reinitiated its financial operations. In 2009 it was acquired by the Commerzbank.
[Cont. Page 8]
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Cover Via Siberia [From page 7].
Arthur Clair Landis Esq., the recipient of the letter was a US Attorney who had
worked with the Swift Meat Packing Company, first in Cuba and later in Hamburg, Germany. He was involved in negotiating contract with the military during the Cuba-American War and WW I. While he was in Hamburg with Swift in 1933 Hitler made matters so difficult and dangerous for foreigners and for business that it was time for an exodus. He retired from Swift & Co. and returned to the US to settle in Newport, PA. It is assumed that the letter was
related to his retirement from Swift and/or bank accounts he might have had at the bank.
During 1940, as Russia was a neutral country, much of the international mail, including official mail,
used the Siberian route. All the diplomatic pouch to/from the German Embassy in Tokyo was carried via
the Tran Siberian route.

In September 1939 the Luftwaffe took control of the Luft Hansa
Airline and converted the passenger planes for troops transport
and flights to neutral countries. Luft Hansa had a direct flight into
Moscow that would have carried this cover. From there the cover would be taken by the
Trans-Siberian Railway to Vladivostok (this would add 7 days to
the overall time), where it would fly to Hong-Kong where a PANAM flying
boat would carry it to San Francisco and connection to New York and Pennsylvania.
Of course this route was no longer available after the Russia invasion by the
German armies in June 22, 1941. While this route was used by many European to escape from the European war.

Other examples of mail sent from/to Europe to Via Siberia
1923 card (25c rate)
with manuscript "Via
America" at top and
1925 card (20c rate)
with manuscript "Via
Sibirien" at bottom,
both addressed to
Kyoto (1923 card with
English "Yokohama" as
the port of entry),
each with nonphilatelic message in
Japanese, fine pair of
postcards to scarcer
destination showing
different routes

GERMANY 1940 LEIPZIGER MESSE CENSORED COVER KONSTANZ TO CHICAGO USA
VIA SIBERIA . Censor seal along back.
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